Keratinization of the outer surface of the avian scutate scale: interrelationship of alpha and beta keratin filaments in a cornifying tissue.
The outer surface of adult Gallus domesticus scutate scale was studied as a model for epidermal cornification involving accumulation of both alpha and beta keratins. Electron-microscopic analysis demonstrated that the basal cells of the adult epidermis contained abundant lipid droplets and that filament bundles and desmosomes were distributed throughout the cell layers. Indirect immunofluorescence microscopy and double-labeling immunogold-electron microscopy confirmed that the stratum germinativum contained alpha keratin but not beta keratin. Beta keratins were first detected in the stratum intermedium and were always found intermingled with filament bundles of alpha keratin. As the differentiating cells moved into the outer regions of the stratum intermedium and the stratum corneum, the large mixed keratin filament bundles labeled increasingly more with beta keratin antiserum and relatively less so with alpha keratin antiserum. Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel analysis of vertical layers of the outer surface of the scutate scale confirmed that cells having reached the outermost layers of stratum corneum had preferentially lost alpha keratin. The mixed bundles of alpha and beta keratin filaments were closely associated with desmosomes in the lower stratum intermedium and with electron-dense aggregates in the cytoplasm of cells in the outer stratum intermedium. Using anti-desmosomal serum it was shown that these cytoplasmic plaques were desmosomes.